
 

 

 

 

Off to the racetrack – Speedlink announces new racing equipment 

just in time for Gamescom 2022 

 

The PAYZE Racing Simulator Cockpit will be released in October 2022 and will 

deliver a breathtakingly authentic racing experience 

 

Heeslingen/Germany, August 23, 2022 – A comfortable and at the same time 

durable cockpit is the basis for bringing your racing skills to life on the track. 

Speedlink offers the ideal tool for this from October with the PAYZE Racing Simulator 

Cockpit, with which you are always in the fast lane. Further equipment like steering 

wheels and a table mount already complete Speedlink's racing range. 

 

Maximum comfort and durable PU 

leather seat 

The PAYZE provides a real racetrack 

feeling with maximum seating comfort 

for exciting chases. The solid metal 

frame of the cockpit can be individually 

adjusted to your own body size and 

has an extremely comfortable as well 

as durable PU leather seat. Both the 

backrest and the mounts for the foot 

pedals and steering wheel can be optimally aligned depending on the seating 

position. The PAYZE Racing Simulator Cockpit turns the time behind the wheel into 

absolute driving pleasure and nothing stands in the way of the next best time on the 

racetrack.  

 

Absolute control with the Racing Wheels DRIFT O.Z. and TRAILBLAZER  

To bridge the wait for the stylish cockpit, the Speedlink range already offers exciting 

racing equipment to put the competition in the shade. The DRIFT O.Z. is a gaming 

steering wheel for PC that delivers perfect control over any vehicle, inclusive 



individually adjustable vibration strength. 

A rubberized steering rim ensures grip 

and strong suction cups provide the best 

grip even during extreme driving 

maneuvers. In addition, the professional 

gearshift knob and the finely adjustable 

pedals provide the decisive tenths of a 

second.  

For console gamers, the TRAILBLAZER is 

the ideal choice. Compatible with PlayStation® 3, 4, Xbox® Series X/S/One, 

Nintendo® Switch/OLED and PC, it offers ultimate compatibility, ideal control and 

sophisticated ergonomics. With the gear stick, decisive gear changes can be made in 

a fraction of a second and the pedal unit makes the driving experience even more 

authentic. Thanks to the Force Vibration function, the thrill also becomes a tangible 

experience. 

 

Everything under control with the TABLE 

MOUNT 

To maximize gaming fun even further, the 

Speedlink range features a table mount for the 

DRIFT O.Z and TRAILBLAZER Racing Wheel – 

which can also be used for other steering 

wheels. Thanks to the uncomplicated hand 

screw, the bracket can be easily mounted and 

attached to tabletops with a thickness of up to 40 millimeters. Thus, the greatest 

possible hold is guaranteed at all times on curvy racetracks and in exciting moments. 

 

Availability 

The PAYZE Racing Simulator Cockpit, black will be available from October 2022 for 

€ 349.99 (RRP).  

The DRIFT O.Z. Steering Wheel PC, black-orange is available now for € 99,99 

(RRP). 

The TRAILBLAZER Steering Wheel for PC/PS4/PS3/Xbox Series 

X/S/One/Switch/OLED, black is available now for € 99,99 (RRP).  

https://www.speedlink.com/PAYZE-Racing-Simulator-Cockpit-schwarz/SL-660200-BK
https://www.speedlink.com/DRIFT-O.Z.-Lenkrad-PC-schwarz-orange/SL-6695-BKOR-01
https://www.speedlink.com/TRAILBLAZER-Lenkrad-fuer-PC-PS4-PS3-Xbox-Series-X-S-One-Switch-OLED-schwarz/SL-450500-BK
https://www.speedlink.com/TRAILBLAZER-Lenkrad-fuer-PC-PS4-PS3-Xbox-Series-X-S-One-Switch-OLED-schwarz/SL-450500-BK


The Table Mount for DRIFT O.Z and TRAILBLAZER Racing Wheel, black is available 

now for € 9,99 (RRP). 

 

About Speedlink 

Speedlink® is one of the leading manufacturers of gaming and office peripherals in 

Europe. Since the brand was founded in 1998, Speedlink® has positioned itself very 

successfully in the PC and video game console accessories segment. The product 

portfolio includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mouse pads, keyboards, 

gamepads, joysticks and various IT accessories. Speedlink® products captivate 

through the combination of novel technologies with excellent design and outstanding 

functionality - confirmed by numerous awards and success in professional eSports 

use. Speedlink® is represented in over 40 countries worldwide. 

www.speedlink.com  
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Kristin Hampl 
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